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List in presentation order

**Picturebooks**


Elisha Cooper. *Big Cat, Little Cat.* Roaring Brook Press.


Patrick McDonnell. *The Little Red Cat Who Ran Away and Learned His ABCs (the Hard Way).* Little, Brown.


Dan Santat. *After the Fall.* Roaring Brook.

Liniers. *Good Night, Planet.* Toon.


**Middle Grade Books – a list prepared by Lauren Rizzuto**


FrancesHardinge. *A Face Like Glass*. Amulet.

Chris Harris. *I'm Just No Good at Rhyming*. Illustrated by Lane Smith. Little, Brown.

Julie Kim. *Where's Halmoni?*. Little Big Foot.


**Young Adult**


Nina LaCour. *We are Okay*. Dutton.


Philip Pullman. *Le Belle Sauvage (Book of Dust I)*. Knopf.

Erika Sanchez. *I am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter*. Knopf.

